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Rather than defining one-size-fits-all version of geo-fencing,
multiple applications would benefit from customized,
personalized, dynamic versions of fencing, which send out alerts
to users when certain situations of their personal interest are met.
Hence in this paper we motivate and ground the use of situationfencing. We define situation fencing as a mechanism to trigger
alerts based on the personalized situation for each user.
Following [45], a ‘personalized situation’ in this context refers to
an actionable integration of a user's personal context with
surrounding geo-temporal data.

ABSTRACT
Geo-fencing has recently been applied to multiple applications
including media recommendation, advertisements, wildlife
monitoring, and recreational activities. However current geofencing systems work with static geographical boundaries.
Situation Fencing allows for these boundaries to vary
automatically based on situations derived by a combination of
global and personal data streams. We present a generic approach
for situation fencing, and demonstrate how it can be
operationalized in practice. The results obtained in a personalized
allergy alert application are encouraging and open door for
building thousands of similar applications using the same
framework in near future.

Situation fencing has applications in multiple fields ranging from
health and lifestyle recommendations, to personalized
advertisements, to insurance, to travel routing, to media
recommendations, to emergency relief, to dating, to tourism and
so on.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.1 [Multimedia Information Systems], H.1.2 [Information
Systems - Models And Principles]

Undertaking situation fencing requires a combination of data
coming from distributed heterogeneous sensors with personal
sensor streams and needs a pervasive tool to allow for alerts to be
sent out to each individual. Recent trends in data and computing
platforms have been conducive for each of these aspects.

Keywords
Geo-fencing, Events, Situation, Situation Recognition,
Geographic data, Social Networks, Sensor Networks

At a macro level, with billions of installed sensors, mobile
phones, wireless devices, and satellites [2, 4, 5], we can now
observe data from more parts of the world than ever before. On
the personal side, the advent of mobile phones, near field
communication, and quantified-self systems allow one to make
use of powerful behavioral signals available in the real world e.g.
body sensor readings [6], driving behavior [7], food intake [8],
gaze based interest [9], spending patterns [10], social connections
[11], emotional state [12], brain state [13], habits [14,15], favorite
locations [16], and so on for each individual.

1. INTRODUCTION
With the growth in mobile media and location-based services,
geo-fencing has been applied to multiple applications including
media recommendation, advertisements, family monitoring, antitheft installations, geo-caching, recreational activities, and
ethnographic studies. According to a recent market study, it is
likely to enable new multi-billion dollar markets within next 5
years [1].
Despite such wide-spread adoption and positive outlook, it is
important to note that the current geo-fencing approaches are still
static i.e. fences are drawn out using predefined geo-coordinates.
They do not allow for actions to be triggered based on evolving
situational boundaries. For example, the boundaries for areas with
high pollution, rainfall, aggregation of crowd, economic activity,
flu risk, or shortage of taxis are dynamic and multiple applications
could benefit from defining alerts based on them. Further, the
current notion of geo-fencing does not take into consideration the
personal parameters of the users. For example, different users may
have different time-constraints, behavioral profile, health
parameters, and interests.

Knowing such ‘honest’, detailed, personal data (e.g. food habits,
interest measured directly by gaze in Google glasses, health
signals) and its combination with macro data can be tremendously
useful in multiple applications. Lastly, the proliferation of
personal mobile phones (more than 5 billion as of 2013), provides
a practical platform using which such personalized situation
fencing applications can be deployed to large number of users.

2. RELATED WORK
Situation fencing builds upon and extends the work in multiple
areas
including
situation
recognition,
quantified-self,
personalization, and geo-fencing.
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Situations have been studied in pervasive/ubiquitous computing
[44, 17], context aware systems [18, 19], GIS [20], sensor
networks [21], active databases/ complex event processing [22],
multimedia processing [23], mobile information systems [24],
web data mining, social computing [25], and mash-up computing
[26]. Each area however has its own perspective [27]. For
example, Active Database and Complex Event Processing efforts
focus on real time streaming data (e.g. stock prices [22]) but pay
little attention to the role of geography.
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Geographic Information Systems have been applied for weather
prediction, disease surveillance [28], and business location
analysis [29]. Recently, we have seen tremendous progress in
using GIS tools to build geo-fencing driven goods and services
e.g. [30, 31]. However, as mentioned earlier, these approaches
focus on static geographical boundaries.
Similarly, we have seen multiple efforts that use detailed personal
signals for context awareness within limited/controlled
environments e.g. ‘Smart Homes’, Assisted Living [32]. However,
the “…research has largely focused on data sets collected in
research labs or by environments occupied by researchers” [44].
Efforts like Reality Mining [33], ‘human mobility analysis’ [16],
and ‘city-scapes’ [34] have shown how mobile phone data can be
used to understand human behavior ‘in the wild’ i.e. beyond
controlled environments. However, these efforts have so far
focused on offline data processing. In recent trends, real-time
personalized alerts - typically using geo fencing - are becoming
increasingly popular. However other biological and behavioral
signals (e.g. body sensor readings, gaze based interest, emotional
state) are rarely used to provide personalized goods and services
'in the wild’. With the growing availability of ‘quantified
self’/personal sensing technologies including
FitBit
(http://fitbit.com), Google Glasses, iWatch, Cube, Skin resistance
bracelets, there is tremendous potential for better behavioral
personalization and fencing in different applications.

Figure 1: Approach for Situation Fencing
As can be seen in Table 1, combining such personal and macro
data to derive personalized alerts has applications ranging from
mobility, to food, to health, to emergency response, to media
recommendation and so on.
Table 1: Potential applications of Situation Fencing

There is also a growing interest in defining platforms for mobile
sensing and response. Pachube (http://cosm.com), Sen.se
(http://open.sen.se/), Qualcomm’s Gimbal, Nokia’s ‘Situations’,
Philip’s ‘Hue’, and Motorola’s Smart Actions allow users to sense
data and define their own application logic, yet provide very
primitive operations for defining situation logic. In the cyber
domain, IFTTT (http://ifttt.com) with more than a million
configured ‘tasks’ provides an excellent example of a ‘situation’
based alert system. However, its definition of a situation is
extremely limited.
On the whole, while there is growing interest in providing
personalized alerts based on the situations, most efforts focus on
either large scale situation awareness (e.g. in military or disaster
scenarios), or detailed personal awareness in highly controlled e.g.
assisted living, ‘smart home’ like environments. There is a lack of
generic models or techniques which combine rich personal data
with spatio-temporal situations ‘in the wild’ to provide
personalized real-time alerts.

Category

Recommendati
on Task:

Personal
Data

Macro Data

Mobility

Walking/ driving/
jogging route

Pollen count,
pollution level,
disease risk, traffic
congestion

Food/Drink

Food/Drink

Preferences,
exhaustion,
sensitivity to
pollution, pollen
etc.
Preferences,
eating history,
hunger level,
calorie count

Health

Gym, physical
activity, medicine,
hospital

Heart rate,
activity rate,
mood, calories
burnt.

Emergency
response

Move to safe
location, contact
emergency
service

Health, mobility,
insurance, social
ties

Lifestyle

Event or Place
recommendation

Product
recommendation

Advertisements,
social coupons

Media
personalization

Music, movies,
lighting, ambient
settings in home

Preferences,
social ties,
events (e.g.,
birthday)
Interests,
behavioral
preferences e.g.
via gaze, bank
balance,
distance to
travel
Preferences,
mood, body
vitals, location

3. SITUATION FENCING FRAMEWORK
As shown in Figure 1, situation fencing requires a combination of
a macro situation variable with a personal situation variable.
Macro situation variable can be derived by combining multiple
layers of data including sensor streams, social media streams, and
other geo-temporal data e.g. satellite imagery. Personal situation
can be derived by combining user’s profile and preferences with
behavioral data streams. The macro and personal situational
variables can be combined to define a personalized situation for
each individual, and different alerts can be configured for
different situations. A combination of such rules can be used for
situation-fencing i.e. sending out situation-aware alerts to
different users.

3.1

Raw material
provenance, Ecofriendliness,
Restaurant reviews
e.g. Yelp.
Disease spread,
medicine
availability,
appointment wait
times.
Hurricane, water,
flood, snow, wind,
disease impact,
shelter/hospital
availability
Local trends,
waiting time,
weather, crime rate
Local trends, global
demand, online
prices

Countrywide
popularity, local
trends, social
uploads, weather

Architecture

Based on the recent success of rule based control systems in
research [35], commercial systems (http://ifttt.com), as well as
situation based systems [36], we have decided to explore the E-CA (Event/Situation-Condition-Action [37]) approach in this
project to define situation fencing. Each E-C-A rule will use a
combination of personal situational variables and macrosituational variables. Together the rules can be configured as
follows:
IF (personal condition) and (macro condition) THEN alert.
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A
As shown in Figure
F
2, the operationalizatio
o
on of such rulles
requires data com
ming in from a Personal Data Store
S
and a Maccro
S
Situation Enginee. The Situatio
on Fencing Eng
gine would hav
ve
aaccess to a catalo
og of the curren
ntly registered peersonal and maccro
ssituational variab
bles (e.g. asthmaa risk level, polllution index, heaart
rate, activity metter). The situatio
onal variables at personal or maccro
leevel can be bo
oth, elemental (i.e.
(
observed directly
d
through a
m
media stream) or
o derived (i.e. obtained by co
ombining multip
ple
ddata streams).

STTPooint =<geo-coorddinate, time-cooordinate, (themee, value)>
All poiint sensors obseerve a particulaar value for an applicationrelevannt attribute (them
me) at a certain spatio-temporall coordinate.
This reepresentation caan be used to capture data raanging from
traffic speeds, to air quuality level, to ttwitter mentionss, and crime
reports . These point daata can be aggreegated to generaate E-mages
[39] annd E-mage Streaams [41, 3]. Ann E-mage is a grrid-like data
structurre, each cell off which capturess a value associiated with a
particullar application theme (e.g. teemperature, num
mber of flu
cases) aat a particular sppatio-temporal cooordinate.
The usee of a grid is baased on the undeerstanding that ggrids are the
fundam
mental data strucctures used by hhumans to absorrb, represent
and anaalyze spatial datta (e.g. maps, saatellite images). A
An example
E-magee is shown in Figgure 3. The twoo dimensional daata grid in an
E-magee is akin to an image. This allows repurposinng of a rich
collectiion of image and video pprocessing opeerators like
segmenntation, and aggrregation operatoors for analyzingg the spatiotemporral data [3, 399]. Such a reprresentation alsoo aids easy
visualizzation and proviides an intuitive query and menttal model. A
flow oof E-mages form
ms an E-mage Stream. For coomputational
purposees, continuous aand ordinal valuues can also be normalized
into a sstream of numeriic values.

s
Situation Fencing
Figure 2: Arrchitecture for supporting
W
We anticipate all personal dataa for a person to
t be stored in a
ppersonal data sto
ore (PDS) [38]. These PDS co
ould reside on th
he
m
mobile device or
o be on the clo
oud, but would
d maintain all th
he
ppermission of daata with the userr. This is importtant to ensure th
hat
thhe control of user
u
data does not
n rest with th
hird party service
pproviders, but rather
r
with the users themselv
ves. Based on an
a
aappropriate perm
mission request, the PDS can
n pass the userr’s
sspatio-temporal coordinates, a unique
u
person identifier
i
and th
he
(ttheme, value) paair to the E-C-A configuration en
ngine.

Figuree 3: E-mage shoowing user interrest across main
nland US in
term
ms of number oof tweets contaiining the term ‘‘iphone’

3.2.1 Operationallization usingg EventShop
To opeerationalize the detection of maacro situations iin real time,
we
use
EventS
Shop
[41].
choose
to
EventShop
(http://eeventshop.ics.ucci.edu:8080/evenntshop-sandbox//) provides
an easyy way for a largge number of doomain experts orr application
developpers to experimeent with heterogeneous spatio-teemporal data
streamss about real-w
world objects aand events, too recognize
situatioons and define ppersonalized alerrts. Specifically,, it provides
operatoors for data strream ingestion,, visualization, integration,
situatioon characterizatioon and sending oout alerts.

T
The macro situaation across a large geograph
hical area can be
b
dderived by comb
bining layers off spatio-temporaal data in a maccro
ssituation engine. For example, daata on pollen cou
unt, twitter allerg
gy
reports, and SO2 can be combineed to create a macro
m
risk level for
f
eentire cities and
d countries. To obtain the maacro situation, th
he
S
Situation Fencing
g Engine can paass the spatio-tem
mporal coordinaate
oof the user, and the
t name of situaation variable off interest to obtaain
thhe corresponding value.

It adoppts a modular appproach to makee the system recconfigurable
for diff
fferent applicatioons ‘on-the-fly’’. A simple graaphical user
interfacce makes EventS
Shop accessiblee to a large num
mber of users
who ccan formulate queries without worrying about the
implem
mentation detaills. Hence, it pprovides non-CS users an
opportuunity to experim
ment with reall-time spatio-tem
mporal data
streamss coming from aall parts of the w
world and integraate them for
diversee applications.

W
We now look at
a more detailss on each of th
he three aspectts:
ddetecting macro situation, integ
gration of rich personal
p
data, an
nd
cconfiguring situaation fencing rulees.

33.2 Detectin
ng Macro Situation
F
Following [3], we
w define a maacro situation as
a an “actionab
ble
aabstraction of observed spa
atio-temporal descriptors”.
d
To
T
inntegrate informaation coming fro
om different infformation sourcees,
thhe framework considers space and
a time as the fundamental ax
xes
ffor data represen
ntation, and operator definition. This draws upo
on
thhe basic naturee of the physicaal world and allso builds on th
he
cconcepts from th
he fields of GIS, cartography, sattellite sensing, an
nd
loocation-based computing [20, 40] to uniffy heterogeneous
m
multimodal data.

EventS
Shop includes a front end GU
UI and a back--end stream
processsing engine. It draws inspirattion from PhottoShop and
providees an environmeent that allows ussers to apply diff
fferent filters
and opeerators to experiiment with multiiple layers of daata until they
are satiisfied with the prrocessing result..
A snappshot of EventtShop is shownn in Figure 4. Different
applicaation developerss can select oor configure diffferent data
sourcess in the data sou
urces panel, andd integrate and annalyze them
based on the operatoors available iin the situation
n detection

A
All incoming datta of interest aree converted to, and
a represented in
a common STT (Space,
(
Time, Th
heme) format:
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ooperators panel. The query results
r
are show
wn on the maap,
tiimeline, and/or textbox
t
in the reesults panel.
T
To enable its use
u for situation
n fencing we have extended th
he
E
EventShop codeb
base to build an API that providees:
11) A catalog of
o the currentlly available daata sources. Th
he
ddescription inclu
udes the theme, geo-temporal bounds, and th
he
sp
spatio-temporal granularity
g
avaiilable for each daata source.
22) A value for th
he queried themee at the specifieed spatio-temporral
ccoordinate.

architecture definnes different ‘proobes’ which obtaain different
FunF ar
types oof data. It providdes easy methodds (API and GU
UI based) to
create sensing apps w
which can be doownloaded by thhousands of
differennt users. The cuurrent version prrovides support for sensing
over 255 different typees of data such as cell tower IID, wireless
LAN IIDs; proximity to nearby phones and otherr Bluetooth
devicess; accelerometerr and compass data; call and SMS logs;
statisticcs on installed phone applicattions, running aapplications,
media files, generall phone usagge; and other accessible
informaation. While muultiple newer quantified-sensingg devices are
not phoone-based, manyy of them suppoort wireless connnections to a
mobile device; thus making them accessible viaa the FunF
framew
work. FunF alsoo supports integrration of user-level apps for
additionnal data collecttion and intervventions, and haas a survey
feature . Sample screensshots from one ssuch app can be seen in : .

Figu
gure 5: Snapshotts of a sample appplication creatted using
FunF framew
work

Figurre 4: A snapshott of EventShop system
s

The useers have controll over which data types to share and each of
the dataa types is encodded and kept in a secure personaal data store
[38] in the cloud.

33.3 Using Rich
R
Persona
al Data
P
Personal multimodal data includ
ding activity lev
vel, calorie intak
ke,
hheart rate, emottion, spending data, preferencces, interest lev
vel
ccome in a wide variety
v
of formaats. Based on a focus on situatio
on
ffencing we use th
he following datta representation
n:

3.4 S
Situation Feencing Engiine
Situatioon fencing enggine builds upon multiple E-C
C-A (EventConditiion-Action) rulees that involve ssituational variaables at both
macro and personal llevel. Each succh rule is confi
figured as a
‘standinng query’ i.e. eeach time a rulee’s conditions aare met, the
correspponding controll action is unndertaken. The actions in
situatioon fencing corresspond to alerts/rrecommendationns sent to the
user. M
Multiple such E
E-C-A rules caan be registereed for each
applicaation.

<
<UserID, Space,, Time, (Theme, Value)>
T
This representation is very sim
milar to the onee used for maccro
ssituation undersstanding, but has
h
an additional attribute for
f
iddentifying the user.
u
While the user
u
identifier iss pertinent for th
he
ppersonalization aspect,
a
space an
nd time remain the unique glob
bal
iddentifiers for an
ny kind of data. At the same tim
me, they also serv
ve
aas a link to conn
nect the macro an
nd the personal data. The speciffic
aaspects of the real
r
world obseerved can be caaptured as valu
ues
aassociated with the application
n themes of in
nterest. Note th
hat
innfrequently chan
nging data (e.g.. profile details,, preferences) caan
aalso be captured
d via the same representation.
r
Their
T
refresh raate
hhowever can be
b adjusted fo
or computation
nal efficiency in
im
mplemented sysstems.

3.4.1 Operationallization usingg AppInventorr
To opeerationalize the Situation Fencinng Engine we uuse the MIT
AppInvventor [43].
MIT A
AppInventor is aan open-source vvisual programm
ming toolkit,
which allows users tto build mobilee applications w
without any
ming experiencee. Application ddevelopment
‘traditioonal’ programm
in ApppInventor is undeertaken by draggging and droppiing building
blocks,, which fit together like puzzzle pieces to alllow for an
intuitivve development eexperience.

33.3.1 Operattionalization using
u
FunF
W
We choose FunF
F framework [4
42] to obtain peersonal data usin
ng
m
mobile phones. FunF
F
is an open
n-source project that allows useers
too develop mobille applications th
hat capture rich personal data an
nd
loog it securely on
nto Personal Datta Stores [38].

The deefault AppInvenntor framework comes with a support for
readingg accelerometerr, location senssor, and orientaation sensor
from a mobile phone. W
We use a branchh of AppInventoor codebase,
which hhas a built in pluug-in for FunF. This allows for inclusion of
a largeer variety of sennsors as supportted by FunF e.gg. cell tower
ID, wirreless LAN ID
Ds; proximity too nearby phones and other
Bluetoooth devices; calll and SMS logs; statistics on insttalled phone
applicaations, running aapplications, stoored media files,, and so on.

T
The decision to use mobile ph
hones as the seensing device for
f
ppersonal data was based on theeir penetration across billions of
uusers and increasing availabiliity of sensors, and toolkits for
f
ccapturing personal data using theem.
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AppInventor also allows for combination of multiple data streams
using standard arithmetic operators. Lastly, the inbuilt plug-in also
provides a catalog of available personal data sensors for
application designers to choose from when configuring the
Situation Fencing Rules.

assign a score to each category from one to five. The last data
source comes from social media site twitter.com. EventShop was
configured to count number of tweets that contain allergy related
keywords (e.g., allergy, sneeze, asthma, etc.) over each latitudelongitude block across USA.

As mentioned, each rule follows the template: IF (personal
condition) and (macro condition) THEN alert.

For each data source, the higher score meant a higher weather
pollution risk level. In this situation model, values of each data
source are normalized into the same scale from 0-100. EventShop
was configured to aggregate all normalized data source together.
Finally, the aggregated result is normalized again into 0-100
allergy level scale. A sample E-mage generated is shown in
Figure 6.

To define the macro condition, the theme of interest selected by
the application designer is combined with the GPS location of the
user (obtained via FunF in the background) to make an API call to
the EventShop platform. Such API calls follow the format as
shown below:
http://eventshop.ics.uci.edu:8080/eventshop-sandbox/register?
type=getData&qid=THEME&lat=loc1&lon=loc2

where type= “getData” indicates that this call is to obtain values,
(as opposed to getCatalog), THEME is the user defined macro
variable of interest, and geo-location attributes are derived from
phone GPS.
Multiple application designers can configure multiple such
applications without the need for any traditional programming
experience.

4. PROTOTYPE APPLICATION: ASTHMA
RISK RECOMMENDATION

Figure 6: A sample E-mage generated for macro Allergy risk
level

We demonstrate the validity of the proposed situation-fencing
approach using a prototype application. Approximately 250,000
people die prematurely each year from asthma attacks [46], and
almost all of these deaths are avoidable. A personalized situation
aware alert system can aid and improve the lives of many of these
people. Hence, we decided to develop a mobile application for
sending out personalized alerts to such users as our first prototype
application.

Combining with user’s current geo-location, allergy level at
particular lat/lon can be access via EventShop web service API,
for example:
http://eventshop.ics.uci.edu:8080/eventshop-sandbox/register?
type=getdata&qid=allergy&lat=33.64341&lon=-117.84201

E-C-A Rules

The goal of this application is to provide recommendations to an
individual based on his/her current personalized situation. Under
risky situations the users can be sent an alert to ‘stay indoors’ or
‘avoid exerting’; while on favorable days the users can be nudged
to ‘go jogging’ and engage in outdoor physical activities.

AppInventor framework was used to construct the rules. Both
personal and macro data can be accessed by the FunF and
EventShop component integrated in AppInventor framework.
Example rules are presented as follows:

The personal situation in this app is defined using the activity
level from FunF framework. The macro situation about allergy
risk in the environment is derived using the EventShop. Finally,
the E-C-A rule and mobile interface is designed using
AppInventor editor.

IF activity = high AND allergy ≥ 10 THEN notification = “stop exerting” in red
ELSE IF activity = high AND allergy < 10 THEN notification = “indoor” in yellow
ELSE IF activity = low AND allergy < 10 THEN notification =“go jogging” in green

Personal Data: FunF Sensor

The corresponding configuration in the AppInventor code editor is
shown in Figure 7.

Location and activity sensors on user’s mobile phone are
accessible via FunF framework. When user turns on the
application, those sensors are automatically probed every five
seconds. User has an option to turn on or turn off the probes as
desired. The activity values are classified into two levels: “high”
and “low”.

AppInventor allows the configured apps to be exported and
installed on any Android devices. Two sample snapshots of the
developed app are shown in Figure 8. On the top of the screen,
there are control buttons, and the recommendation message with
highlighted color. On the bottom, the values from macro and
micro situations are presented.

Macro Allergy Situation

Multiple users (collaborators) have downloaded the app and tested
it out to work across geo-locations (different US states) and user
activity levels. Based on further refinement we plan to publically
launch this mobile app soon so that it can be installed by
thousands of people and individually provide personalized alerts
for every person.

To detect macro allergy risk situation, EventShop was configured
to obtain data related to the weather allergy from three national
data sources. First source is the current air quality index from
Airnow.org. The second source is national allergy weather from
pollen.com (http://pollen.com/allergy-weather-forecast.asp). The
allergy values are classified into five levels low, low-medium,
medium, medium-high, and high. EventShop was configured to

7

4.1 D
Discussion aand Future Outlook
We havve motivated annd grounded the use of situationn fencing for
sendingg out personaalized alerts to different users. We
demonsstrated the prooof-of-concept using an Asthma application.
While tthe user interacttion process needds further stream
mlining, note
that thee entire app coonfiguration wass undertaken wiithout using
any coonventional com
mputer science programming. The ‘visual
program
mming’ languagge used in ApppInventor has bbeen custom
designeed to be accesssible to a largee number of useers [43]. In
future, based on seeingg trends inthe appplications creatted by users,
newer aapplication ruless maybe derivedd automatically bbut we leave
it outsidde the scope of oour discussion inn this paper.
Clearlyy, building simiilar situation-fenncing applicatioons at scale
will innvolve multiple challenges inccluding data veeracity, data
compleeteness, computiing power consstraints, user exxpertise gap,
and useer interface. Neevertheless, we believe this to be a fertile
groundd worthy of signiificant research eeffort. Multiple applications
can bennefit from personnalized situationn fencing applicaations.

5. SU
UMMARY
This paaper motivates aand computationnally grounds thhe notion of
situatioon fencing. Whhile geo-aware, ssituation fencingg allows the
alert booundaries to varry dynamically with different ppersonalized
situatioons. This workk described a geeneric approach to combine
macro situational variables with rich personal data to send out
situatioon-aware-alerts tto different userrs. The various components
of the approach havve been operattionalized usingg publically
availabble toolkits (EvventShop, FunF
F, and AppInventor). The
validityy of the ideas hhas been demonnstrated throughh a situation
based aalerting app for Asthma patients. In near futuree, we aim to
make tthese tools availlable to a large number of userrs, who can
build thheir own custom
m situation-fencinng apps. While tthere remain
multiplle challenges in this area, situation-fencing has tthe potential
to imppact a large raange of humann activities rannging from
healthccare, to mediia recommendaation, to mobility, and
adverti sements.
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